



“Give me a gun and I will make all buildings move.” 
Bruno Latour, Albena Yaneva
§  3.0 Introduction
How computational technology start to take place and gradually become being heavily 




























































































The Form is interplaying amongst itself as an information emergence by executing 
particular approaches for conveying information.
“Design is the computation of shape information that is needed to guide fabrication or 











about “Computerization” and “Computation”. “The dominant mode of utilizing 
computers in architecture today is that of computerization; entities or processes that 
are already conceptualized in the designer’s mind are entered, manipulated or stored 
in a computer system. In contrast, computation or computing, as a computer-based 
design tool, is generally limited. The problem with this situation is that designers do 











The key concept delivered here is: “The form can be informed by contextual 





Sculptor, Form Generator, Form Animator, and Form interactor.
§  3.1 FORM SCULPTOR

































































of the digital age is not just any building that was designed and built using digital 












































§  3.2 FORM GENERATOR
= development of algorithms with multiple parametric inputs to generate performative 


























































McCullough’s article “20 Years of Scripted Space” (McCullough, 2006): “First you set 
up some rules for generating forms, then you simulate them to see what kind of a 
































Evolutionary Architecture”, “What we are evolving are the rules for generating forms, 
rather than the forms themselves” (Frazer, 1995), adequately portrays the ideal 
definition of the Form Generator.
§  3.3 FORM ANIMATOR
= A process wherein surrounding/contextual forces become instrumental in actuating 










“Animate Form” by Greg Lynn (Lynn, 1999), but the essence of the Form Animator is 
mostly pointing against what Greg Lynn states. Greg Lynn tried to make a distinction 
between “motion” implying movement and action, and “animation” implying the 































further states that “Euclidean space is a rather subjective, human-centered or, at 
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least, knowledge centered way of grasping entities, which does no justice to the ways 















































in the publication “Architecture in Formation: On the Nature of Information in Digital 
Architecture (Lorenzo-Eiroa & Lynn, Interview and projects by Greg Lynn FORM, 
2013)”, Lynn states: “I had thought it was too simplistic and literal to reduce animation 
media to the role of designing moving projectiles and transforming objects. But, now 
I have to admit that a sensibility in culture is willing these moving environments into 









tendency, Latour’s daring assertion of “making all buildings move” might actually 
come true.
§  3.4 FORM INTERACTOR
= An emergent organic body composed of numerous singular intelligent entities 
possessing dynamic interaction. This dynamic interaction via internal/external 
information exchange can be seen during the process of growth and in the pro-active 



















§  3.4.1 Internal Interaction
Genetic Algorithms should not be seen as a process for optimizing form finding 
functions only: “Form Generator”, but rather as an environmentally sensitive interactive 











in “Morphogenesis and the Mathematics of Emergence” (Weistock, 2004) clearly 
illustrated the generic computational approach of exploiting Genetic Algorithms 
in architectural design and other research fields, “Genetic Algorithms initiate and 
maintain a population of computational individuals, each of which has a genotype and 



























architectural design. “…DNA does not describe the process of building the phenotype 
but constitutes instructions that describe the process of building the phenotype, 
including instructions for making all the materials, then processing and assembling 
them…These are all responsive to the environment as it proceeds…”. (Frazer, 1995). 
John Frazer emphasized in his significant article“An Evolutionary Architecture” that “…
what we are evolving are the rules for generating form rather than the form themselves. 


















“located” or “crystalized” on site. “Bones, for instance, which are full of living cells, can 
heal and adapt to their environment. In particular, the cells will rebuild the structure 
to	adapt	to	the	load	it	carries;	a	bone	can	change	its	physical	shape	after	a	fracture	that	
















§  3.4.2 External Interaction
External Interaction, following Swarm Behaviors-like principles, a dynamic equilibrium, 
should have capabilities to confront immediate circumstances locally to take action by 
individuals but interrelated componential intelligence agents and emerge from bottom-
up as a global behavior to embody as a volatile actor.
To understand the issue of External Interaction in the Form Interactor, the notions of 
Emergence and Swarm Behaviour have to be introduced. “…Emergence is applied to 
the properties of a system that cannot be reduced from its components. Properties 
‘emerge’ that are more than the sum of the parts”, “The Architecture of Emergence: 
The Evolution of Form in Nature and Civilisation” (Weinstock, 2010), which simply 
and clearly explained the notion of Emergence. Michael, further quotes Aristotle’s 














































































explicitly illustrated as follows, “These methodologies operate by encoding simple, 
local architectural decision within a distributed system of autonomous computational 
agents. It is the interaction of these local decisions that self-organizes design intention, 
giving rise to a form of collective intelligence and emergent behavior at the global scale. 
Such	behavioral	formation	represents	a	shift	from	‘form	being	imposed	upon	matter’,	

















































Rather we try to invent new species which by its complexity and due to their complex 








§  3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, “Form” has been interpreted as an information processor inspired 




























Based on what Stephen Wolfram has stated in “Towards a New Kind of Science”, “…
nature[the Universe] as we know it is a pure form of computation” (Wolfram, 2002), 




Architecture is an architecture that breathes, pulses, leaps as one form and lands 
as another…It is an architecture that opens hallways, where the next room is always 




the HyperBody concept, “True hyperbodies are pro-active bodies…actively propose 
actions. They act before they are triggered to do so. HyperBodies display something 
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